May 1st
International Workers Day

Special May 1st Manifesto from Los Angeles
Revolution Is the Hope of the Hopeless!

Celebrate the Mao Centenary! Mao More Than Ever!
Build and Support the RIM! Celebrate Its 10th Anniversary!

The REVOLUTIONARY INTERNATIONALIST MOVEMENT is a potent force in our fight against the oppressors and their brutal enforcers.

The red flags on the map show the countries where there are now organized participants in the REVOLUTIONARY INTERNATIONALIST MOVEMENT. All of these groups have a common task—to overthrow the old systems of exploitation and oppression and to bring into effect the new revolutionary power of the oppressed, led by the proletariat. They are waging, or preparing to wage, revolutionary war, according to the conditions in their different countries.

In many other countries, on every continent, people are taking up the revolutionary science of the RIM—MARXISM-LENINISM-MAOISM—and starting to put it into action. Some groups are larger and have more experience, some are smaller and just getting started. But all these different parties and organizations are getting down together to tackle the task of making revolution. This is our international communist movement.

In the U.S.A. the Revolutionary Communist Party is a participating party of the RIM. On this May 1st the RCP invites you to CELEBRATE THE 10TH ANNIVERSARY of the REVOLUTIONARY INTERNATIONALIST MOVEMENT.
We Are Human Beings
We Demand a Better World
We Will Not Accept Slavery in Any Form
Defend the Life of Chairman Gonzalo!

Support the Revolution in Peru!

Guerrilla fighters of the Communist Party of Peru.
We need revolutionary power...to do this...and to do more. We know where crime comes from. Once we take out this criminal system and the criminal law who rule over us—and put the power in the hands of the people—we can solve this problem. People and especially women will be able to freely and safely walk down the street day or night. No one will have to try to make others to come from it day to day. No one will have to do any jacking or slanging to survive or to give meaning to their lives.

With this power, we will be able to get rid of racism and white supremacy. No longer will Blacks, Latinos, and other oppressed nationalities be forced to live in ghettos and barrios. And treated as outsiders in society because the inside is white-supremacist. For the first time all the men will be able to approach each other as real equals in society.

We will reorganize schools, the relations between the people. Between men and women. Between our brothers and sisters. We'll do away with this situation where sisters are dogs and played by brothers as "something" to be used for sexual pleasures. Cut that's enemy way.

Sisters are one-half of humanity. And with revolutionary power in the hands of our class—sisters will take full part in using this power to organize society in a way where nobody is dogged or played. With this power the world revolution will break down the situation where the middle class is walled off from the basic people, looking down in contempt and fear on the masses. People from the middle class will no longer be obsessed and controlled by their individual problems and tripping on the "dream" to get rich. They will no longer be locked in class-cutthroat competition with others to do this. They will walk on all those who hate this suffering so we can put an end to this nightmare and build a better world.

The whole atmosphere will be changed. Many of the people will be motivated and activated not only around the goal of getting rid of hunger, poverty, lack of medical care and other problems like the—but even more around the goal of digging out and wiping out the system and the relations between people that breeds inequality and oppression.

Once our mission is completed there will be no more haves sitting up top over the have-nots. No more crime. No more whites oppressing other nationalities. No more men oppressing women. No more one group controlling the whole people and people of health and riches and the other slaves for the richer and more powerful. Our Party Chairman Bob Avakian teaches us: Our revolution doesn't stop until these "no-mores" really are no more, everywhere, and for good.

We stand for organizing and preparing the people to move from resistance as a mass armed showdown, people's war and revolution against this whole setup when the time is ripe. And we got to get ready for that time.

It's like eating a big meal. You can try and eat it all at once you can't do it. But if you try it bit by bit by mouthful, bite by bite, you can finish the whole meal. It's the same with this.

We are gonna start small and get big. We are gonna do it step by step. We are gonna start with what we have today—start organizing ourselves, building revolutionary organization so wisely and so well that the enemy and its snitches won't be able to label us as trouble and go into battle against our. And we will grow because the world will see us and be for in the interest of all the have-nots—and it's for the future of the world. It's not time yet to kick off all the out-all revolution. To settle things have the same enemy. Who are part of the same class of have-nots proletarians. And who have the same revolutionary mission. Every time we see this go down we got to ask the question: Is this hurting or helping our class of people?

Another way they're keeping us at each other's throats is with their dog-eat-dog outlook of take it or be sliced, to watch our back and look out for number 1. Nice guys finish last is how they sometimes say it. You got to be cold and be a dog to finish first in this system. That's how they look at the world because that's what kind of world they have created. And that is how they continue to exist. But they got a lot of us programmed and brainwashed with the way they look at the world. Got us thinking that this is really what's isn't. Got us thinking that this is how I'm gonna come up and finish first. But we are being played.

It's like going to Las Vegas where the house always wins. Always finishes first. Because they're the ones who are programming us to play it that way. Maybe 1 or 2 might come up at the expense of everybody else if they get lucky. But we are held down, ripped off, oppressed, and exploited in common as a class. And we won't get free from this by learning to bark and bite like the dogs who rule over us.

The powers and their mouthpieces also tell us to become "entrepreneurs," open little businesses. They tell us to find a place within this setup. Get a piece of this life-crushing action. But this is a silly illusion. Get real—how many poor people, especially in the ghettos and barrios, can set businesses up? And in the capitalist system, big giant bloodsuckers eat up and swallow little petty businessmen. Our problems aren't gonna be solved by a few people becoming capitalists. And why should we want to become exploiters anyway?

We will only get free by putting our common class interest first and fighting the real enemy.

Once we begin to act in a revolutionary way, people begin to see things and be motivated to do things they never thought they could do. The L.A. Rebellion in 92 showed that we can act in common to fight the real enemy. It showed the potential for all the have-nots—Black, Latino, white, Asian, to act as one heart and one mind against this system. It showed the potential for revolution. It showed the potential for us to act in common to solve the problems that the people face. But to do this we need power. For us, solving anything is an illusion without forcibly seizing power and putting in the hands of the masses of people.

The problem in the world is not that there is too much revolutionary violence. The problem is that there is too much counter-revolutionary violence—so much that the people of the world are being driven to seek the oppression of the oppressor. And there's not enough revolutionary violence—violence of the people rising up to do battle with their oppressor—like what happened during the '92 L.A. Rebellion.

The violence of the masses rising up to fight our oppression is powerful. It strikes fear in the hearts of oppressors everywhere. And the more revolutionary it becomes, the more it organizes itself, the more it zeroes in on the system, the more all-powerful it becomes. So when the time for that revolutionary showdown comes, we will be ready—to bring down and bury this beast and do all this.

And we will do all this because we have a vanguard that can lead us to do this. Chairman Bob Avakian wrote: Our Party, the RCP, is prepared and determined to stand with the masses of people in the fight against the system and to carry this fight all the way through and end it. We are willing and ready to take on the responsibility of building a new world, a world where all people are free and equal—where we are willing and ready to take on the responsibility of building a new world, a world where all people are free and equal—where we
them. To double and triple their investment.

It's a vampire. And we are gonna have to take some extreme action and drive a very sharp stake through its heart.

But the capitalists are not the only ones capable of organizing and running society. In fact this system has long, long ago worn out its welcome on the planet earth.

We can organize and run society and the world much better. We are the property-less class. The have-nots. The so-called "nobodies." We are the proletariat. The people all around the world who make everything people need to live. We are on the bottom of society in common. We have a common enemy—the vampires who run this system and their enforcers. And we have a common fight. We are the only ones who can unite all the people who want a better world and lead them to take this system out through our revolutionary actions.

On this day, May 1st, which is the revolutionary holiday of the property-less class around the world—a day our enemy hates and fears and runs from like a vampire runs from the appearance of a bright new sun—we declare and dedicate our lives to getting rid of this bloodsucker once and for all. We dedicate our lives to taking out this mad-dog, profit-driving capitalist system—and putting the power over organizing and running all society into the hands of the common people, the have-nots, the property-less class of proletarians.

This is the first great step in our mission. And once we take this step we can give jobs, food and housing to everybody. Nobody will have to live in the street. Nobody will have to be malnourished, under-fed, or starving. And we will be able to do this because we have gotten rid of the thing that hangs us up from doing this: the profit driving, everybody beats everybody else and chase after the biggest dollars—system of capitalism.

The capitalist vampires say that we can never unite. But the/re the one^ the vampires keep us at each other's throats. Trying to get us to fight each other for a piece of this dog-eat-dog action. Right now they are trying to play Blacks off against Latinos and Latinos off against Blacks in this way. And Asians. They have kept us ignorant of each other's history, culture, and language even though we live side by side of each other in the same situation. They tell Blacks you can't trust Latinos and Latinos you can't trust Blacks. Trying to get us to fight each other for some crumbs from the master's table. They got us on a treadmill when they play us like this. You walking but you ain't going nowhere. And after you get all sweaty and tired you find you are in the same spot that you started from. You haven't moved a inch. You are still down here on the bottom. The thing that put you here is still here. The only thing you have done is bust and bucked on people who are just like you. Who
Support the Armed Peasant Uprising in Chiapas!

U.S. Get Your Bloody Imperialist Claws Out of Mexico!